The ability to predict the career of students can be beneficial in a huge number of different techniques which are connected with the education structure. Student's marks in psychometric test can form the training set for the system which helps the students to choose the right career. As the student's data in the educational systems is increasing day by day, the incremental learning properties are important for machine learning research. Against to the classical batch learning algorithm, incremental learning algorithm tries to forget unrelated information while training new instances. Effective knowledge transformation system can be build using different pair of classifiers for the purpose of prediction of student's career choice. In this paper, four pair of classifier are used.
Introduction
Now a day's choosing right career is one of the most important aspects of the students learning process, and it is difficult to choose the right career option when the plenty of options are available. The important aspects like interest, talent with some psychological parameters like self-awareness, empathy, self-motivation, emotional stability, relation management, truthfulness etc. are important to consider before choosing a right career path.
It is commonly seen that, many of the students have their poor academic record just because of choosing their career without considering their own capabilities, consequently which leads to their waste of time and the money, so it is important to choose the right career in the first place of the career path. For the purpose of the same, the psychometric test can be conducted on the students and the students are classified for choosing their best career option.
In the supervised machine learning strategies, the model is built using predefined classes which produces the model hypothesis, then the hypothesis is used to predict the unseen instances which are new to the system. In the simple batch learning system 1,2,3 using supervised learning algorithms like MLP, SVM, NB, CART, C4.5, LVQ etc. which needs to be retrained when new data introduces with the system and the system is not able to detect new class. In this study, the new class of students is nothing but the student having different features introduces after some time period or introduces in the next chunk of data. The student's classification systems in the literature are used to assess the of student's performance by using a neuro-fuzzy classification technique 4 , for the classification of educational background of students by using genetic neural network 5 . The work in the literature for the classification of students has not focused on prediction of student's career choice and incremental learning technique is not used for purpose of the same. Incremental learning algorithm has ability to learn from new incoming data to the system even after the classifier has already been generated from the previously available data. This concept is used for various applications like autonomous navigation system 6, 7 , organization of emails 8 , diagnosing faults in the nuclear power system 9 and many other using the techniques like SVM 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 , fuzzy neural network16, incremental genetic algorithms and others 17, 18, 19 in the literature. For example, student's carrier preferences changes as new courses or facilities become available. So, the learning algorithm needs to obtain the set of concept explanation from training data which was scattered over time. Algorithms for copying concept drift, definition of a class is changing as the time passes, must congregate speedily and precisely to new goal concept and it should be efficient in terms of space and time complexity. The model used in this paper, for incremental learning of students uses the pair of classifiers for different experiments. The first pair of the classifier is used for the base classifier in the model and the second classifier in the model is used for weight distribution function. The base classifier CART and SVM are used for the classification of the data and the MLP and the SVM is used for the weight distribution function. In this study, conceptual view of the system is designed and experimental results on the student's data as well as some real world data sets are used to prove the potency of the proposed method. This paper is ordered as follows, section 2 apprises about prediction of student's career choice, and introduces incremental learning techniques in the literature and the applications of incremental learning concept. Section 3 explain the proposed algorithm, section 4 gives the experiments and results of the proposed algorithm student's data. Finally section 5 gives the conclusion of the work and its future scope.
Background and Related Work
In this section the overview of incremental learning and the concept behind pair of classifiers is given.
Incremental Learning
A practical approach for learning from new data is nothing but, discarding old classifier and again training the new classifier, with all the data. This type of approach is having the problem of catastrophic forgetting. It is not a desirable approach as retraining is involved which is financially costly as well as it is not possible to train the classifier if the original dataset is lost. Efficient incremental learning algorithm can be designed if the algorithm achieves all the properties of incremental learning mentioned below.
While training, it should require small stable time per sample There should be only one sample at a time in memory, so the fixed amount of memory will be used It will build the model by just scanning the database only once. It should preserve previously obtained knowledge.
The incremental learning algorithm produces sequences of hypotheses for the sequence of training samples, where recent hypothesis is nothing but the description of all data which have been accumulated thus far and it always hinge on preceding hypothesis and the recent training data 20, 21, 22, 23 . Incremental learning algorithm should learn the novel information and it should preserve formerly acquired knowledge without accessing the formerly seen data so far.
In the real time application, it is very much common for the data to appear in batches, like the students data appears yearly, we can say a batch of a year. To handle this incremental batch of data, there is a need to transformation of knowledge to old batch to the current batch or from current batch to new batch. If new data contains new class of a student, the system will be able to detect that new class without degradation in performance.
The use of ensemble technique in incremental learning is not uncommon, which is needed to ensemble the output of different base classifiers. The algorithm20 focuses on the four properties of incremental learning using the concept of ADABOOST and the majority voting rules of the ensemble is used to combine the output of classifiers. There are mainly ten rules 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 with the addition of SSC 31 which can be used to combine the output of classifiers to get the final hypothesis. The algorithms used in the literature for incremental learning uses the ensembling two times or we can call it as double ensembling strategy. Learn++ uses the double ensembling strategy, it creates the ensemble of weak classifiers, and each trained on the subset of original datasets. At each iteration the samples which are difficult to classify are given more weightage for the classification. Because of the double ensemble strategy the time needed for the computation is more as the number of hypothesis are drawn from each data chunk. Instead of number of hypotheses, our proposed approach draw only one hypothesis from each data chunk, so there will be only single ensemble strategy is used as described in the next section.
Pair of Classifiers
In the pair of classifiers concept, as described earlier, the combinations of base classifiers and classifiers for the purpose of weight distribution are used. The four pairs of classifiers namely CART-MLP, CART-SVM, SVM-MLP, SVM-SVM are formed for the experiments. Fig. 1 . gives the description of the algorithm. The input to the algorithm is data chunk coming at time t. Here, we are considering a data coming at time t and the data coming at time t+1, called as Dt and Dt+1 respectively. Each data chunk is having its weight distribution along with it called as DFt and DFt+1 respectively. The overall classification has been done with the pair of classifiers. The first classifier in the pair is CART or SVM, which is used as a base classifier for classification. The ht is nothing but hypothesis generated by the base classifier. The second classifier in the pair MLP or SVM is used for calculation of a weight distribution. The input to the MLP is Dt and DFt, after the stabilization of MLP, this weight will be used as a weight distribution for Dt+1.The error will be calculated by applying ht on Dt+1 with DF't weight distribution function. Then β gives normalized error. In the next step of the algorithm, the weights will be updated, so that the samples which are misclassified will get more importance in the next iteration. In this way the same process will be repeated for the next coming data chunks. Then the final hypothesis will be combined by using weighted majority voting rule, given in step 9 of Fig. 1. 
Proposed Algorithm

Dataset Used
The dataset is created by conducting psychometric test on 1333 students of age group 16 to 20. The dataset contains 1333 samples, 14 attributes, out of 14, 10 attributes are as described in Table 1 and 4 attributes are nothing but the marks rank in the four subjects like subject1 to subject4 and 7 classes, which denotes the categories of the interest of the student 32, 33 . The attributes are shown in Table 1 . All the attributes are numeric attributes, except the class attribute. The class value depends on total score of a student. The total score is the addition of a score of all the 14 attributes and there are 7 classes of the student. The same algorithm is also applied to the turkey dataset available on UCI repository is used 34 . Total samples in Turkey dataset are 5020, having total 32 attributes and 3 classes. All the attributes in Turkey Students dataset are numeric attributes.
Experiment Results
For the intention of this study, the data set of students which has been created having attributes shown in Table 1 and the turkey dataset have been used. To calculate the classification accuracy, the entire training set was divided into ten mutually exclusive and equal sized sets, i.e. 10 cross validation is used
Step 1: Each data set is initially sliced into D data chunks (any value of D can be chosen, which specify the chunk size) {D1, D2, …, Dt}, No. of datasets= Tk
Step 2: Initialize the weights DFt for the first dataset, DFt = {w1, w2,…,wt}, which is uniform for the first chunk, as nothing has been learned yet.
Step 3: Call base classifier (CART or SVM) with weight distribution DFt, which generates the hypothesis ht
Step 4: Weights are updated (called as DF't) using second classifier in the pair (MLP or SVM) which takes the input as Dt,DFt, once the model is stabilized, updated weight DFt+1 is used as a weight distribution function for Dt+1.
Step 5: The ht will be applied on Dt+1 with DF't, and calculates error using following formula ԑt=
Step 6: Normalization of the error has been done using βt= ԑt / (1-ԑt)
Step 7: Normalize weight distribution using following equation, misclassified examples weight will not get change DF't +1=
Step 8: Repeat the step3 to Step7 for each data chunk
Step 9: Get the final hypothesis using weighted majority voting rule.
xt →yj yj yj xt
Experiments with pair of Classifiers
In the practical implementation each data set is divided into10 data chunks. Out of 10 chunks in each iteration randomly one chunk is selected for the testing and the remaining 9 chunks are fed to the proposed algorithm shown in Fig. 1 . In the first experiment of this study, the CART-MLP pair of classifier is used, CART is used as a base classifier and the MLP is used for weight distribution. The MLP parameters like epochs are set to 50, input layer is having 14 neurons for 14 attributes, and one output neuron and the 5 hidden layer neurons. In the same experiment SVM-MLP pair is used, in this SVM is used as a base classifier an MLP is used for weight distribution with same settings. The prediction accuracy of the same is shown in Fig. 2 . In the second experiment, CART-SVM an SVM-SVM pairs are used, and the result s of the same are shown in Fig. 3 .
The class wise accuracy of all the methods are shown in Table 2 and the comparison of the same is given with Learn++.NC technique. 
Concept Class Detection
Detecting a new class which comes with new data is one of the property of incremental learning. It might happen that, the new chunk of data is having the samples having new class. Then the system should able to detect the new class efficiently. For the simulation of concept class detection the student's data is divided into 10 chunks except the samples belonging to class 7 which are included after 8 chunk. Fig. 4 . shows the prediction of student's data with concept class detection at chunk 8, as data of class 7 arrives after 8 th chunk. It is shown in Fig. 4 . with star mark. For multiple concept class detection the dataset is divided into 10 chunks except the samples belonging to class 4 and class 5 which are included in 6th chunk and samples of class 1, 2, 3 are in first three chunks and samples of class 6 and 7 are in chunk 7 to 10. Fig. 4 . shows the prediction of students data with multiple concept class detection with big circle at chunk 3, as data of class 4, 5 arrived in 6 th chunk. 
Conclusion
This paper intends to fill the breach between experimental classification of students for their career choice and the existing machine learning techniques of incremental learning concept. In a situation, where the data is being endlessly generated, storage of data is not possible for batch learning concept. Thus, incremental learning algorithm proposed in this paper, is found to be a useful technique for offering best career choice for the student. Use of incremental learning algorithm for the data of different types including time series, web log, spatial and multimedia is an important area of future work as this data is like a stream data, where the use of batch classifiers is impracticable. For combining voting, the strategy used in this paper is weighted majority vote, apart from this it may be significant to go for different mixture of rules to find the promptness between the rules having mixture, the individual classifier and the dataset used.
